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Free Trial416.24 MB Download ABBYY FineReader is an intelligent OCR software for creating editable and searchable files from scanned paper documents, PDFs and digital photos. ABBYY FineReader 10 gives you the power to unlock data into documents and images and convert them into manageable and accessible
information. The main features of the product include: - Outstanding OCR Accuracy and Layout Retention, even on documents and images that are typically difficult for OCR - faxes, digital photos, documents with long tables, barcodes, multiple and complex image items. - Intelligent Reconstruction of Complex Document
Structure and Formatting. With its Adaptive Document Recognition Technology (ADRT), FineReader analyzes the entire document and reconstructs it precisely with original layout, style, and formatting properties. - Recognition of digital camera and mobile phone camera images. FineReader identifies photographed
documents and applies its recognition technology for camera images to ensure the best OCR results. - Comprehensive Language Support. Fynleser reads text in as many as 186 languages and includes dictionaries with spell checking abilities for 39 languages. - Intelligent interface with one-click conversion tasks. Quick
tasks include all the key OCR and document conversion tasks grouped into intuitive menu features, according to the output format, and allow you to get the converted file with just a mouse click. - PDF Conversion, Archiving and Safeguarding. The main PDF conversion features include: saving to searchable PDF, saving
to PDF/A, saving to PDF with MR. compression etc . - Direct export to a variety of applications. FineReader exports the results directly to your favorite apps, including Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint, and Adobe Acrobat/Reader. - Bonus Application for Registered Users - ABBYY Screenshot
Reader. Screenshot Reader is an easy-to-use utility that lets you quickly capture and convert a screen image to text. ABBYY FineReader Professional is a free trial software application from the other subcategory, part of the business category. The app is currently available in English and it was last updated on 2009-0922. The program can be installed on Windows. ABBYY FineReader Professional (version 10) has a file size of 416.24 MB and is available for download from our website. Just click on the green Download button above to get started. Until now, the app has been downloaded 22260 times. We have already checked that
the download link to be safe, however for your own protection we recommend that you scan the downloaded software with your antivirus. Publisher ABBYY Released Date 2009-09-22 Languages English Category Business Subcategory Other Operating Systems Windows File Size 416.24 MB Total Downloads 22260
License Model Free Trial Price $399.99 Here you can change the change FIND ABBYY Professional since it was posted on our website on 2015-04-24. The latest version is 10 and it was updated soft112.com on 2018-03-25. Sea promise the changes in each version: - Achievements in OCR Accuracy and Performance ADRT analyses a multipage document as a single entity - 3rd Generation Camera OCR: Reads Phone Camera Photos - Enhanced Usability - New Quick Tasks and Interface Revisions - Saving E-books to HTMLs and Chapter HTML * Enhanced OCR Accuracy * Digital Camera OCR* Smarter PDF Conversion *
Automation Manager * Fast Mode Recognition * Recognition and Re-creation of Hyperlinks * ABBYY Screenshot Reader Download Left Right Comparison of Alternative Programs: Product Details Rating:5 (546) Ranking in Photo &amp; Design:31 Last rated on:30/11/2020 License:Free trial File size:411955 KB
Version:12 Professional Last updated:25/3/2014 Supported Operating Systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 8, Windows 7, macOS 10.12 Sierra, Windows 10 Languages : English , Spanish, German, Italian, Portuguese, Polish, Turkish, Czech, Danish, Russian, Swish, Chinese, Chinese Simplified, French,
Korean, Dutch More ... Developer: Genericom Download Score: 7,686 Download Count (All Languages):108,928 ABBYY FineReader Professional is a powerful application that lets you convert your scanned documents and image files into Word, PDF, or other formats. Scan items directly, or use files you've already
saved on your computer, and once the program has done its work, you'll be able to search and edit them with ease. Advantages Excellent interface: This information includes a smooth and streamlined interface that makes its features accessible to users of all experience levels. Large buttons make the various actions
you can perform, including Scan to Word, Scan to PDF, Image to PDF and Quick Open, among others. The app walks you through the process of initiating the scan, adding pages, and completing the process nicely, and once the recognition phase is complete, your new document will open automatically. Selection
options: In addition to Word and PDF output options, you can also choose from several other useful formats. Scan to ePUB, and Scan to HTML are options listed under the More tab, and you can also choose to save scans as images and then convert them to either Word or PDF later. Cons Complex installation: The
installation process for this program was long and a little confusing. There were several steps, and instructions weren't always clear on what to do next. There was an Help Manual, which clearly explained things, but it didn't seem like it should be necessary to consult the Help document just to open the app. Installation
also took nearly 15 minutes to complete. Frequent errors: Even in a very basic page of a document, there were still several most of them involving letters being replaced for numbers. It seemed to happen when the was slightly different in certain areas, and although some errors were understandable and expected, it is
not good for the results of this recognition technology working on more complex documents. Bottom Line ABBYY FineReader Professional provides a valuable service, especially if you often have to work with scanned documents. It will always require you to go back and edit the documents it produces, but depending on
the types of documents you work with, these edits may not be extensive. The free trial is good for 30 days or 100 pages, whichever comes first, and it only allows you to save three pages at a time. The full version costs $169.99. Editor's note: This is an overview of the trial version of ABBYY FineReader Professional 12.
Paper documents have two main problems - you can't easily edit them and they are delicate. ABBYY FineReader is designed to easily resolve this issue by digitizing paper media. It can also handle PDF documents, giving you the freedom to do what you want with them. ABBYY FineReader is an advanced program that
uses optical character recognition on scans or photos for text, layout, tables, and even the language of the document. The results can be edited within the app, or exported to Word.Compatible with all scanners, and cameras too, ABBYY FineReader is extremely easy to use. It detects any connected devices, so you can
scan in a document or select an image from a camera or your hard drive. The image is then read, and two windows open. One shows the original image, and the other the digitized editable version. The performance of ABBYY FineReader is impressive. We tested a document photographed with an iPhone, and it was

perfectly converted, with no faults. There are sometimes problems with images, but in general ABBYY FineReader will give you extremely good results. You can export files to PDF, DOC, XLS, or HTML. If you want to effectively digitize paper doncuses, ABBYY FineReader is an excellent and easy-to-use choice.
ABBYY® FineReader® 14 is an all-in-one PDF and OCR software application for increased productivity when working with PDFs and scanned paper documents. It supports business people from various departments in dealing with a variety of daily document-related tasks. Whether they need to access the information in
scans and PDFs to find relevant insights, exchange feedback with colleagues or track quick important text changes in two versions of the same document - ABBYY FineReader 14 makes documents action. Convert PDFs and Scans• Scan and convert them into editable documents (such as Microsoft® Office or Apache®
OpenOffice® Writer formats) for further editing and reuse. Support more than 190 languages.• Check and correct recognition with side-by-side comparison of original and recognized text and practical authentication tool.• Prepare documents for digital archiving through they are in searchable PDF and PDF/A formats.
Apply compression to reduce file size and store storage.• Collect and consume information under the way - use your Smartphone as a portable scanner to capture documents, or convert documents into convenient ebook formats for reading on the go. Edit and comment PDFs• Convenient PDF viewer that lets you start
working with any type of PDF, even scanned, without additional steps – OCR is automatically applied when necessary.• Collaborate on documents – use versatile comments and tractor tools to share and visualize feedback on a document with your team.• Edit and modify PDF documents, correct small typing errors in
both digital and scanned PDFs directly. rearrange or add pages, edit document properties (metadata), fill out PDF forms.• Extract information such as text and tables of any type of PDF, even scanned, without additional conversion.• Protect documents and information by adding passwords, digital signatures, responsive
sensitive information or removing metadata.• Create PDFs from a scanner, from Office documents or from any Compare documents (available only in FineReader 14 Corporate and Enterprise)• Quickly identify crucial text changes between two versions of the same document, even if they are in different formats, i.e. a
scan (PDF or image) and Microsoft Word.• Perform differences as comments in a PDF document or as a change log to share and discuss with others. Automate Conversion (available only in FineReader 14 Corporate and Enterprise)• Automatically convert groups of documents by set up the Hot Folder tool of FineReader
14 to check a folder on a local drive, network drive, FTP server, or mailbox. The HTML editor is a brilliant free online tool. Edit web content online. Online.
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